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@ Cable televtskm network.

(g) Cable television network provided with a local centre (1)

transmitting television signals via a bus (2) to a number of

exchanges (3) that retransmit these signal vis subscriber

lines (5a.-, 5n) to subscriber stations, (4a..., 4n). Each of the

subscriber stations (4a.», 4n) Is provided with means (6) for

generating selection signals which are transmitted via the

subscriber's line (5a„., 6n| to the respecUve exchange (3)

and. from there, via said bus (21 to the local centre (11. The
local centre (1) is provided with means for receiving and
decoding these selection signals, as well as with means for

transmitting a television signal wftkh corresponds to any
given selection signal, preceded by a conUol signal contain-

ing subscriber identincation information, via said bus (2) to

the exchanges (3). The exchanges (3) are provided with

means 19. 12) for decoding the control signals and for

trartsmfttir>g the corresponding television signals to the

subscriber station identified in tf>e control signal, vis the

respective subscriber line under comrol of said decoding
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The invention relates to a cable television network provided

with a local centre transmitting television signals via a bus to a number

of exchanges that retransmit these signals via subscriber lines to

subscriber stations.

Such a cable television network is known from the prior art

for the transmission of television programme signals from a local centre

to subscriber stations. The exchanges ensure that, regardless of the

transmission method applied between the local centre and the exchanges,

the television programme signals are transmitted in normally available

television channels to the subscriber stations, so that they can be re-

ceived by normal television receivers.

In addition to transmitting television programme signals, it

is known to supply video text signals to subscriber stations, which can

be displayed by suitable television receivers. In one method, this takes

place through so-called broadcast video text signals. Information bits

are modulated on lines of the frames of a normal television programme

signal, which are not used for programme transmission. In another method,

this takes place through an interactive video text system wtoerein selec-

tively accessed information is received via the public telephone network.

This method is fairly slow because the bandwitb of the lines in the

existing telephone network allows a maximum transmission speed of 1200

bits/seconds only.

A higher transmission speed is achieved if such information is

modulated on the lines of a normal video signal and is transmitted to the

subscribers via a cable television network. However, in this case, the

number of available television channels in a network is generally limited

\;^ereas the number of active video text subscribers connected to the

network at a given moment may be high and reach thousands or tens of

thousands.

Consequently, the present invention relates to a method and

means for transmitting television signals having restricted information

contents via a cable television network. By television signals having a

restricted information contents it is meant here signals of one of the

above mentioned systems, such as video text or teletext, or an analogue

television signal of a relatively short duration, such as a relatively
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short succession of television frames containing an advertising message.

This object is achieved in a cable television network of the

type mentioned in the preamble, in that each of the subscriber stations

is provided with means for generating select:.on eignals, \^ich are trans-

5 mitted via the subscriber's line to the respective exchange and, from there,

via said bus to the local centre, in that the local centre is provided

with means for receiving and decoding these selection signals, as well as

with means for transmitting a television signal i^ich corresponds to any

given selection signal, preceded by a control signal containing subscriber

10 identification information, via said bus to the exchanges, and in that the

exchanges are provided with means for decoding the control signals and for

transmitting the corresponding television signals to the subscriber station

identified in the control signal, via the respective subscriber line

under control of said decoding means. In this system, the subscriber is

15 given the possibility, through the selection signal generating means which

include, for example, a simple keyboard, of requesting predetermined

information from the local centre. This information, provided with an

appropriate subscriber identification information, contained in an associated

control signal, is subsequently transmitted to this subscriber.

2Q Preferably, the cable television network according to the

present invention is designed so that any exchange comprises means for

transmitting a predetermined television signal with predeterxained image

contents to all the subscriber station which are not receiving selectively

requested television signals. Said television signal with predetermined

25 image contents may for example be a television signal having a constant

black level between the synchronization pulses. Each subscriber who tunes

to the information channel but does not ask for particular information

therefore receives a black picture. It is also possible to display on

the screen, instead of this black image, a predetermined message, for

30 exaii?)le instructions concerning the operation of the selection means or

other information of interest to the subscriber, relating for example, to

the use of the cable network. Since, in this way, each subscriber station

tuned to the information channel also remains continuously synchronized,

this avoids any synchronization problem when, after sending of selection

35 signal, the corresponding relatively short television signal is received.
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The television signals may at least partially consist in video

text signals occupying one or more lines in a normal television signal

and, in that case, the subscriber stations in the cable television network

according to the invention are provided with a video text decoding unit

which, from the video text signals received, generates a complete tele-

vision signal .

As already mentioned, the television signals may also at least

partially consist in analogue television frame signals and, in that case,

the subscriber stations in the network according to the invention are

provided with a frame memory storing the received television signals in

order to subsequently generate a permanent pic tore

•

In order to maintain synchronization, the network is prefer-

ably designed so that the exchanges are provided with a switching matrix

which under the control of said control signal decoding means switches

through, instead of the signal with predetermined image contents, a

predetermined number of picture lines corresponding to the selected

television signal, said switching operations occuring simultaneously with

the line synchronization pulses.

In the more common case where both video text signals and

analogue image signals are available, the cable television network

according ^o the invention is designed so that the control signal is

followed by a subscriber station control signal which contains information

concerning the type of the associated television signal and the subscriber

station is provided with switching means responding to said subscriber

station control signal so that the following television signal is passed

either to the video text decoding unit or to the frame tnemory.

A saving in the components required, especially in the decoding

unit, is achieved if the video text decoding unit is also used for decoding

the subscriber station control signal and for switching the frame memory

into the reception path when an analogue television signal is received.

In the currently known systems for the transmission of video

text signals or similar signal via the public telephone network, it is

necessary to pay for the transmission, either for the telephone fee only

or for telephone fee and the requested information pages. If now such

information is transmitted, in the manner already described above, via a
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cable television network, costs should also often be considered. This

applies also when teletext signals » analogue signals and the like are

being transmitted. According to a preferred embodiment, the network is

therefore designed so that the control signal transmitted by the local

5 centre contains cost information and that each exchange is provided with

counters, respectively assigned to particular subscriber stations, the

readings of which increase in accordance with the cost information in

the control signals.

The invention will be discussed in more detail hereinafter by

to refering to the accompanying figures i^ich represent :

Figure 1 , a black diagram of a cable television network

designed in accordance with the invention,

Figure 2, an embodiment of a subscriber station in accordance

with claims 3, 4 and 7.

15 Figure 1 shows a cable television network according to the

invention con^rising a local centre 1, a bus 2 via which the local

centre 1 is connected to a number of exchanges one of which is designed

as 3 in the Figure, and a number of subscriber stations such as the ones

identified as 4a..., 4n, the latter being connected to the corresponding

20 exchange 3 through the respective subscriber lines 5a-.., 5n.

Each subscriber station 4a..., 4n is provided with selection

means, e. g., a keyboard 6, a standard television receiver 7 and a

subscriber unit 8. The subscriber transmits a selection signal, via the

keyboard 6, for calling up a particular piece of information. This

25 selection signal is transmitted via the subscriber line 5a to the

exchange 3 in which this signal is received in a logic control unit 9.

Logic control unit 9 transmits this selection signal, or a modified signal

corresponding thereto, to local centre 1 via bus 2. In local centre 1,

the selection signal is decoded and, in response to this selection signal,

30 the requested television signal is now transmitted by the local centre.

For this purpose, the local centre comprises video signal sources, for

example a video text data base, for transmitting video text signals, or a

source of analogue television signals of relatively short duration.

Frequently, the latter do not represent more than one complete picture.

35 The requested television signal is transmitted from local
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centre 1 via bus 2 to each exchange in the network, preceded by a control

signal, comprising at least subscriber identification information. This

control signal is fed in exchanges 3^ into a demodulator 10 converting

the received television signal as veil as the associated control signal

5 to the base band. The control signal is subsequently fed to the control

signal decoding unit 11. If the subscriber identification in the control

signal indicated that the particular subscriber is connected to the

exchange » the control signal decoding unit will report this to logic

control unit 9. If the subscriber identification information shows that

10 the particular subscriber is not connected to this exchange, no further

action is taken.

Logic control unit 9 now controls the switching matrix 12 so

that the identified subscriber station is connected to a modulator 13.

The television signal sent out by the local centre is modulated, in

15 modulator 13, into the appropriate television channel and is transmitted

to the particular subscriber station 4a..*, An*

In order to ensure that subscriber stations which tenq>orarily

do not receive any selected television signals via the information channel,

nevertheless remain synchronized, a filtered television signal is also

20 generated in each exchange, con^rising in fact synchronization pulses

only with, inbetveen a black level signal* Logic control unit 9 ensures

that all subscriber stations to which a selected television signals is

not being supplied will receive this filtered signal, resulting in a

dark screen. In each exchange 3, a filter 14 and a modulator 15 are

25 provided for this purpose, the output of the modulator 15 being coupled

to the switch matrix 12*

Instead of an entirely black image it is of course also

possible, through suitable means in exchange 3, to transmit an image

with predetermined pictorial contents, for example a standard message

30 or the like.

Each logic control unit 9 further comprises a number of counters,

one for each subscriber station. In relation thereto, the control signals

transmitted by the local centre furthermore include cost information vhich

is used through control unit 9 to increase the readings of these cost

35 counters.
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As further shown in Figure 1 , normal television programme

signals are also transmitted from the local centre via bus 2 to each of

the exchanges 3. These programme signals are received directly in the

switch matrix and are transmitted within other channels to each of the

5 subscriber stations 4a,-,, 4n,

Figure 2 illustrates an enibodiment of a subscriber unit 8 for

the case in which both video text signals and analogue television signals

of relative short duration are transmitted in the cable television

network. Subscriber unit 8 receives the incoming signals at the input

10 connected to subscriber line 5a, To distinguish from one another two types

of television signals, the local centre transmits, in addition to the

control signal, an extra subscriber station control signal which is

processed in a decoding unit 17. The subscriber station control information

indicates whether the subsequent television signals are video text signals

15 or analogue signals. If video text signals are concerned, a video text

decoding unit 19 is activated in order to receive the signal which follows

the subscriber station control signal. If analogue signals are concerned,

a frame memory 18 rs activated in order to receive the television signal

which follows the control signal. The outputs of frame memory 18 and of

20 decoding unit 19 are connected to a modulator 20 which transmits the

ultimate television signal, modulated within the appropriate channel, via

output 16a to the television receiver. If normal television programme

signals are concerned, the signal is transmitted directly, via the

through-connection shown in the drawing, to output 16a and to the tele-

25 vision receiver 7.

Instead of a specific unit 17, decoding unit 19 may decode

the subscriber station control information. In that case, the appropriate

transmission of the television signals to frame memory 18 or unit 19 is

controlled by said unit 19. In that case, decoding unit 17 can be omitted.
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CLAIMS

1. Cable television network provided with a local centre

transmitting television signals via a bus to a number of exchanges that

retransmit these signals via subscriber lines to subscriber stations^

characterized in that each of the subscriber stations (4a*,., An) is

5 provided with means (6) for generating selection signals lAiich are

transmitted via the subscriber's line (5a,.., 5n) to the respective

exchange (3) and, from there, via said bus (2) to the local centre (1),

that the local centre (1) is provided with means for receiving and

decoding these selection signals, as well as with means for transmitting

10 a television signal which corresponds to any given selection signal,

preceded by a control signal containing subscriber identification

information, via said bus (2) to the exchanges (3), and that said exchanges

(3) are provided with means (9, 12) for decoding the control signals and

for transmitting the corresponding television signals to the subscriber

15 station identified in the control signal, via the respective subscriber

line under control of said decoding means (9).

2. Cable television network according to claim 1, characterized

in that each exchange is provided with means (14, 15) for transmitting a

predetermined television signal with predetermined pictorial content to

20 all subscriber stations which are not receiving selected television signals.

3. Cable television network according to claim 1 or 2,

characterized in that said television signals consist at least partially

in video text signals occupying one or more lines of a normal television

signal and that the subscriber stations are provided with a video text

25 decoding unit (19) which, from the video text signals received, generates

a complete television signal.

4. Cable television network according to claim 1 or 2,

characterized in that said television signals at least partially consist

of analogue frame signals and that the subscriber stations are provided

30 with a frame memory (18) storing the received television signals.

5. Cable television network according to claim 2, 3 or 4,

characterized in that said exchanges are provided with a switching matrix

(12) which under the control of said control signal decoding means (9)
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switches through, instead of the signal with predetermined contents, a

predetermined number of pictures lines corresponding to the selected

television signal, the switching operations occuring simultaneously with

the line synchronization pulses.

5 6. Cable television network according to claims 3 and A,

characterized in that said control signal is followed by a subscriber

station control signal which contains information concerning the type of

television signal and that the subscriber station is provided with

switching means (17) responding to said subscriber station control signal

10 so that the subsquent television signal is passed either to said video

text decoding unit or to said frame memory.

7. Cable television network according to claim 6, characterized

in that said video text decoding unit (19) in the subscriber station is

also used for decoding the subscriber station control signal and for

15 switching the frame memory into the reception path when an analogue tele-

' vision signal is received.

8. Cable television network according to any one of the

preceding claims, characterized in that said control signal transmitted

similtaneously by the local centre contains cost information and that

20 each exchange is provided with counters, each assigned to one subscriber

station, the readings of the said counters increasing in accordance with

the cost information in the control signals.
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